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marisa corona
digital product manager
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B. A. communication
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6+ years digital marketing experience

@marisa_corona



brands i’ve worked on:
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notable campaigns:
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● first brand in the health 
insurance industry to publish a 
filter effect

● viral under the its category with 
almost 10,000 opens in under 3 
months

campaign: Mask Up!
goal: playful activation to increase the 
awareness and stress importance of 
wearing masks during the pandemic



notable campaigns:
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● first ever “flu shot” gif 
stickers in the 
Instagram/Snapchat 
database.

● over 7 million impressions 
in under 3 months

campaign: UPMC Health Plan Flu 
Campaign 2019
goal: encourage members to get a flu 
shot 

http://drive.google.com/file/d/1GdCOerHvIPVGVlvL-Xf49MAtbdjoHEYv/view


notable campaigns:
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● 109 total live audience participants 
● 100+ website sessions on the UPMC VirtualCare 

landing page.  
● 30+ new Instagram followers 
● 970 complete video views (watched the full 20+ 

min recording from start to end) for the three 
videos combined  

● 411,771 total video views (watched the full 20+ 
min recording for at least 3 seconds) for the three 
videos combined 

● 465K impressions

campaign: VirtualCare Product Launch

goal: to educate the value, accessibility, 
convenience, and raise awareness of this new 
product to younger prospects (26-35 yo)



the foundation
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the foundation
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what makes a successful social media strategy

brand identity

call-to-action

community engagement



brand identity
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what is brand identity?
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brand identity is all the characteristics associated with a brand 
that makes it unique and distinguished



brand voice
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brand voice is the part of a brandʼs identity that gives it a 
personality and makes a connection with consumers



describe this brand’s voice:
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brand identity profile: Wendy’s
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describe this brand’s voice:
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brand identity profile: Nike
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UPMC Health Plan example
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innovation community provider member coverage



Social Identity – Content Pillars

UPMC Health Plan content strategy + pillars

thought leadership community building health + wellness

our positioning as a 
thought leader
corporate innovation 
and growth

our role in the 
community
event sponsorships, 
customer service, and 
member engagement

our expertise put 
into action
timely content 
provided by our 
experts that inform, 
inspire, and cultivate

innovative community provider member coverage



Social Identity – Content Pillars
UPMC Health Plan content strategy + pillars

amplify UPMCHPʼs values and builds community

thought leadership community building health & wellness

CONTENT PILLAR BALANCE

leverage 1:1 conversations and trending 
hashtags to drive UPMCHPʼs objectives

visually tell compelling stories that leverage 
UPMCHPʼs objectives

establish authority in the industry through 
highlighting innovation, success, and culture

cultivate inspiration through trendy content 
and easily accessible information

establish a video database that amplifies 
UPMCHPʼs values and grows awareness 

inspire, educate, and drive broad brand 
awareness

PLATFORM ROLES



call-to-action
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what is a call-to-action?
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every social media post 
should have a call-to-action. 

it is the action or goal you want 
a user to accomplish when they 
see your post



campaign goals
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determining the goal of a specific campaign or post, will reflect 
what you want your call-to-action to be

most common goals:
awareness - broad brand awareness/want to reach maximum 
audience
acquisition - want user to take a specific, singular action (buy a 
product, sign up for an event, download a file, etc)
engagement - increase in post or page activity (like, comment, share) 



call-to-action example: Sperry

26engagement acquisition

same brand 
same platform 
different post goals 



community engagement
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beyond the post
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a brandʼs social actions are 
equally as important as itʼs 
content

this includes how, when, and 
where you interact as a brand



anticipate the response
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as you grow your brandʼs social 
presence, the activity will grow

according to a Facebook study, 64% of 
social media users rather message a 
brand than call on the phone 

audience expects timely, genuine 
responses



review
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social media success
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brand identity

call-to-action

community engagement



questions for me?
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thank you!
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marisa corona
digital product manager

UPMC Health Plan

coronam@upmc.edu

@marisa_corona


